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Court balance could tip
President Bush meets top aides this
week to pick a new Supreme Court
justice who could tip the court's balance
into the next century. Justice William
Brennan Jr. resigned Friday, setting the
capitol abuzz with speculation on his
successor. Anticipating that the new
justice will become the swing vote on
abortion, activists on both sides geared
up lobbying campaigns.

Market good for professors
A growing shortage of college
professors is creating a seller's market,
adding fuel to the tuition explosion, a
new survey shows. Twenty-five percent
of all colleges and 49 percent of fouryear public colleges in a survey of 364
institutions by the American Council on
Education say the shortage is forcing
them to pay newly hired professors
more than senior members of the same
' department

Recession odds are greater
The economy continued to grow in
the second quarter, but the odds of
arecession have grown too, say 10
economists surveyed by USA TODAY.
Their consensus estimate for real gross
national product growth in the second
quarter is 1.6 percent at an annual rate.
The government's first GNP estimate
comes out Friday.

L.A. has rail mishap
After only a week, the Los Angeles
Metro Blue Line has had its first
accident. One of the above-ground
trains jumped the tracks, closing Pico
station at the end of the 22-mile-long
rail line to Long Beach. Blamed: debris
at a switching point. No one was hurt.
In New York, flooding in a tunnel

closed sections of the E, F and R lines.

Craig J. Opperman, The G:.:ardis:J

Don't like those Imaginative street names? WSU will be renaming them soon. See next Issue for more information.

WSU reclarifies drug policy
Thomas Gnau
Assistant News Editor
In response to the Drug-Free Schools
and Communities Act Amendment of
1989, Wright State University will
distribute a "reclarification" of its drug
policy to employees and students,
"sometime around early fall quarter,"
according to Mary Deedrick, director of
new student orientation.
The Drug-Free Workplace Act of
1988 requires all recipients of federal
money to enact a comprehensive substance and alcohol abuse policy. This
policy will apply to the entire university
community, including faculty, staff and
all students.
Said Deedrick, "There will be no
drastic changes. The government is
requiring that we issue a statement to

· of
students and'""1acu1ty about cond uct, a 1ist
sanctions and infonnation for those with drug
and alcohol problems."
According to the Federal Register, a
publication from the Department of Education,
a federally funded university's drug policy
must include:
-The annual distribution in writing to
each student, regardless of the length of the
student's program of study, and employee of:
-Standards of conduct that clearly
prohibit unlawful possession, use, or distribution if illicit drugs and alcohol.
-A description of applicable legal sanetions.
-A description of health risks associated
with use of drugs.
-A description of any drug or alcohol
counseling or treatment
-A clear statement that the university will

·
d'isc1p
· l'mary sancuons
·
impose
on stud ents
and employees, consistent with the law, up
to and including expulsion and tennination.
Deedrick stressed that the exact wording
of WSU' s policy is still being fonnulated.
Deedrick, who is also Coordinator of the
Raider Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Awareness Program (RAAP), said she
hoped the restatement of WSU's drug
policy would make the university community more aware of drug abuse.
Deedrick said that students will receive
a annual statement of the university's drug
policy, beginning in fall quarter, and they
will receive information about help.
"Starting last spring quarter the university started referring students to Greene
Hall, a chemical dependency treatment
center in Greene County," said Deedrick.
see ..drug" on page 15
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Rain doesn't stop groundbreaking ceremony
Thomas Gnau
Asst. News Editor

the Deputy Mayor of
Fairborn, Lynn Wolaver.
The ceremoney was to
Despite heavy rain,
be held outside, behind
groundbreaking for
the Physical Education
Wright State University's building on the south end
new engineering building, of campus, but rain
the Fritz and Dolores
forced the proceedings
Russ Engineering Center, into room 120 of the
proceeded a scheduled
Medical Sciences buildon Thur day, July 12.
ing. Fresh, dark oil
Community and busiresting on a blue tarp in
ne s leader were pre ent front of the r om repreat the ceremony, includented the oaked ground
ing State Senators Charles out ide, ground that wa
F. Horn and David
to be broken originally.
Hob on, and State Repreentative Robert E.
NEW CENTER WILL
Hickey, Montgomery
BE LARGEST ACACounty Commissioners
DEMIC BUILDING
Charles Curran and Paula
The Dean of the
Macilwaine, as well as
College of Engineering

"The CECS has been
on a fast track since
it was established in
1986... "
- Dr. J. Brandenberry, Dean of CECS

and omputer Science
(CECS), Dr. Jame
Brandeberry, welcomed
the guests, apologizing
for the change of venue.
He predicted the CECS
would occupy the new
center by January 1992.

· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Department receives honor
Christine Arnold
News Editor
The statistics program
within the WSU department of Mathematics and
Statistics wa recently
designated a Center of
Excellence by the State of
Ohio.
In addition to that
rccogniton, the Stati tic
program recieved an
Academic Challenge grant
in the amount of $500,000
for i achievements in

research and professional
collect, research, and
service.The grant will be
interpret data.
distributed to the program
"We provide access to
over a six year period.
learning (at the center) and
An important part of the give the students a chance
program is the WSU
to practice what they learn
in the classroom," said
Statistical Consulting
Center, directed by Dr.
Mann, "it provides an
opportunity for faculty and
Barbara Mann.
students to work on real
The center has worked
problems."
as a part of the Department
The center al o worked
of mathematic and
on project for the Dayton
Stati tic to help the WSU
Power & Light Company
staff, students, and the
and Dayton's Preci ion
community with research
Photo Labs.
projects by helping them

Brandenberry
tressed the importance of
the Russ Center, saying,
"The CECS has been on a
fast track since it was established in 1986. We
now have over 70 faculty
and we have seen a 400
percent increase in externally funded research."
Brandenberry noted that
the Russ Center will be
the largest academic
building on campus.
SYMBOL OF
DEDICATION
The President of
WSU, Paige Mulhollan,
made some opening
comments, praising and
thanking various members
of the audience, including
Levin and Porter A sociates, the de igners of the
new building, and the

construction company,
Monarch Construction.
"This project is dedicated to providing better
and more advanced programs in engineering and
computer science, in both
the private sector and for
our students," Mulhollan
said in his opening
address. "Engineering
and computer science was
placed a our highest
priority in our 1989
strategic plan. A margin
of quality i po ible in
the building that i
normally not possible in
state funded buildings."
Mulhollan noted that
10 percent of the Russ
Center's funding came
from "community
sources." He said this
symbolizes what WSU
means to the Miami
Valley.
The people after whom
the engineering building
is being named, Fritz and
Dolores Russ, were introduced by Mulhollan.
"Fritz and Dolores
Russ represent the creative entrepreneurship in
engineering which creates
wealth, jobs, and the kind
of attention to career that
we would like to ee in
our tudent ," he said.

A NEED FOR GOOD
ENGINEERS
Fritz Russ spoke next,
praising "the growth and
maturity of Wright State"
into a quality university.
"The Miami Valley
has a constant need for
quality engineers," Russ
said, going on to echo
Dr. Brandeberry's comments on the growth of
CECS.
State Senator Charle
Horn, a member of
CECS 's advisory board,
affirmed the "local
commitment and local
generosity" of WSU in
his comments.
Horn spoke of alarming conditions in contemporary education, saying
today's students are dangerously deficient in math
and science.
GROUNDBREAKING
OF A SORT
After Senator Horn's
comments Dr. Mulhollan,
Dr. Brandeberry, and Dr.
Russ, and other members
of the platform party took
ceremonial shovels and
dug into the soil on the
tarp. Senator Horn wryly
noted that the soil on the
tarp probably wa n 't soil
from the construction site.
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Thomas Gnau
l\sst. News-i=altor
WSU student Patricia
Thompson was chosen a
one of 40 interns from a
field of 600 college students
to work with the FBI this
summer in Washington
D.C., according to a news
release from University
Communications.
Thompson, a senior
political science major from
Kettering, will work
"alongside FBI agents
everyday" according to the
release, and has had prior
experience in law enforce-

ment. She has worked as
an Ohio State Highway
patrol trooper and has
worked part-time with the
Sugarcreek Police Department while going to
Wright State full-time.
According to the press
release, FBI Regional
Recruiting Special Agent
David Winter visited
WSU's Placement Services last fall, and was
impressed with Thompson's credentials.
"Of all the applicants,
Patricia Thompson was at
the top of the list for this
area of the country," said

interested in a particular
agent Winter. "Her
area.
selection was ba ed on an
"The FBI has a special
essay she wrote, grade
team that deals with
point average, and her
terrorists called the hostage
expertise in law enforcerescue team," she said.
ment."
"They
can be deployed
Thompson has wanted
anywhere
in the country in a
to work in law enforcement
of
hours.
New
matter
since she was a child.
legislation
allows
them to
"What appeals to me most,
step outside national borders
in addition to the humanito pursue terrorists who
tarian side of it, is making
people feel at ease during a have commiteed acts against
U.S . citizens. I would like
crisis," Thompson said. "I
to part of that FBI team."
like being able to keep my
She will receive college
cool when everyone else
credit for working in Washseems to be losing theirs."
Interns working with the ington D.C. this summer as
a part of Wright State's coFBI this summer have the
op program. Carolyn
opportunity to look at
Smith, associate director for
possible roles with the
WSU
career services, said
bureau as a special agent or
that
she
is happy that a
with technical personnel.
Wright
State
student was
Thompson, who plans to
selected
against
such
work for the FBI after
difficult
competition.
'
graduation next year, is
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Sidewalk under construction

An undergraduate majoring in both math and physics,
Vaughn will receive $2,500 and conduct an independent
research project under the president's supervision. AnThe sidewalk facing the quad in front of Fawcett
nouncement of the award the most prestigious recognition
Hall will be under construction until September 4.
the university confers on continuning undergraduate
Construction began on July 23 on the gas line understudents, was made at commencement ceremonies last
neath the sidewalk, which is being replaced as part of a
month.
corrosion protection plan.
Vaughn has been on the dean's list each quarter since
The sidewalk will be restricted from the public for
he began at WSU in 1988. He will conduct his research in
saftey reasons and doors facing the construction sight will
theoretical physics. "I always wanted to be a physicist,"
be locked.
he said "When I was very young, I heard a speaker talk on
The doors at the front of Fawcett Hall and at the rear of
the subject of cosmology, I've been interested in physics
Oleman Hall will also be secured, and the door on the south
since then."
of Brehm lab will be used as an emergency exit until
Vaughn who carries a 3.9 grade point average, was
construction is completed.
selected by Mulhollan based on personal interviews he
conducted with each of the students nominated for the
award by WSU' s school and colleges.
Vaughn also won the WSU 1989-90 Kittyhawk Scholarship award. He is a member of Sigma Pi Sigma, a proA WSU student recently received a $2,000
fessional physics society and Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
scholarship from the Metropolitain Life Foundation Future
Teachers Scholarship fund.
Christine Sears is a Wright State student form
Xenia, Ohio, and was selected to receive the scholarship
from 497 applicants. The scholarship is awarded solely on University Times,July 16
WSU College of Business and Adminstation has
the basis of the students' academic and personal
received reaccreditation for its business program by the
achievments.
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
The fund was started in 1986 and now has 44 students
(AACSB),according to University Communication.
participating in it. The awards may be renewed for an
AACSB is a nonprofit organization consisting of more
additional year by students who maintain at least a 3.0
than 800 educational organizations and corporations. It is
grade point average.
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education as the
sole accrediting agency for bachelors and masters degree
programs in business adminstration and accounting.
Approximately 1,200 colleges and universities in the
,University Times,July 16
country offer undergraduate business degrees but only 255
Thomas A. Vaughn has been selected by President
are accredited by AACSB, and of more than 700 masters
Paige E. Mulhollan as Presidential Scholar.
programs 257 are AACSB accredited.

Sears receives scholarship

COBA reaccredited

Presidential Scholar selected

Minority graduates
take the Wright Stepp

e.

Charles King
taff Writer
~e

na

1ers

ge
shr as
ol" for
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Wright State has been
reaching out to minority
students to help them take
the right step towards a
carreer in engineering or
the physical sciences.
For the past three years,
WSU College of Engineering and Computer Science
has conducted the Wright
State Engineering preperatory Program (WRIGHT
STEPP), according to
University Communications.
This program is
designed to increase the
number of minority
highschool graduates who
are academically prepared

Only 85 accounting programs have AACSB accreditation at various degree levels.
In achieving accreditation, Wright State had to meet a
wide range of quality standards relating to curriculum,
faculty resources, admissions, degree requirements,
library and computer facilities, financial resources and intellectual climate.

Music Friend awarded to WSU
University Times, July 16
The Dayton Philharmonic Women's Association
presented its 1990 Music Friend of the Year Award to

wsu.

This award is given to individuals, companies or
institutions that have made the most significant contributions to the activities of the DPW A.
Past award recipients include First National Ban.le
Dayton (1985), Dayton Newspaper Inc., (1986), and the
Mead Corp.(1989).
"This award recognizes longstanding and highly
significant support that Wright State has made to both the
DPW A and the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra," according
to a DPWA spokesperson. For over a decade, Wright State
has offered space for weekly rehearsals of the Junior
Strings and Youth Orchestra.
In addition, she said, these groups use music stands,
percussion instruments, copies from the music library, and
recording equipment owned by WSU. For 11 years. the
Youth Orchestra has used the Concert Hall for performances, and space has been provided for the auditions and
Young Soloist Competition sponsored by the Orchestra.
The university also provides rehearsal space for the
Philharmonic Orchestra itself, when the need arises. The
University Library Archives house historical documents for
the DPO and DPWA.

WSU hosts math education leaders
Keith Hudson
Staff

Wright State University
is hosting the Institute for
Secondary School Matheand motivated to enroll in
schools throughout the city
matics Leaders on the main
of Dayton.
and complete a four year
campus from July 17 to July
The program has oncollege math or science27, according to University
campus classes in mathebased curriculum.
Communications.
matics, science, communiThe WSU program
"The ultimate goal of
this institute is to improve
cations, and introductory
targets African-American
the teaching and learning of
engineering-oriented
students, because these
mathematics
education at
students have been continu- laboratories and demonstrathe secondary level," said
tions over the five week
osly under-represented in
Dr. Carl Benner, professor
session.
engineering and science
of mathematics at WSU.
The students will also
programs on the past, and
have the chance to tour
is patterned after a suclocal industries and view
cesful program at the
engineering and science
University of Texas.
Christine Arnold
WRIGHT STEPP,
demonstrations.
News Editor
Students who sucbegun in 1988, initially
cesfully complete the
only included 40 elemenA pilot project involvtary students from Fairport, summer session and meet
ing
faculty mentoring of
Fairview, and Kiser Middle certain academic criteria
freshman is scheduled to
during high school are
schools.
begin this fall.
eligible
for
up
to
four
years
The program now has
of tuition scholarships to
The Enrollment mange120 students in grades 7-9
from intermediate and high wsu.

Benner said the institute will
work with those who soon
will leaders in teaching
mathematics at the secondary level.
The major focus of the
institute will be to explore
the content of secondary
school mathematics curriculum and to examine the
roles, responsibilities,
procedures, and techniques
for creating leaders in math
at the department and
district level.
The institute consists
of a ten day summer session

and a project to be devised
and carried out by each
participant during the 199091 academic year.
Said Benner, "We have
teachers from across the
state, as far north as Toledo,
as well as from Cincinnatti."
The institute is supported by a grant from the
Ohio Department of Educagon and tuition scholarships
will be awarded to all those
selected to participate so
that a total of seven quarter
hours academic credit may
be earned.

Mentoring Project to start
ment Task Force has initi45 faculty members who
ated the project to evaluate will each advise five entering freshman, as well as
the effectiveness of midterm grades and mentoring attending a 90-minute
in enhancing freshman
training session.
Faculty mentors will
success, according to Unihold two half-hour sessions
versity Communications.
The project will involve with each student in both
see "Project" on page 14
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Editorial
Abnormal children should not be aborted
Connie J. Hart
Editor in Chief

also do not believe that I have the right to tell other people
what they hould do. I do wonder though if abortion should
be the answer every time a test result says your child is not
normal.
Two weeks ago I watched a televi ion program which
In the pa t the technology was not available to help
dealt with the topic of perfect babies. Reporters interviewed
detect abnormalities or seriou defects in the develoment of
couple who had tests during the early month of a pregunborn children. The great advancements in science have
nancy to determine if the unborn child would have any
greatly improved the quality of our live • but science
phy ical defects or was affected by any genetic di eases.
Some of the couple had already had children who were cann t fix everything which is the painful reality for ome
people. There will always be di ase and people will
born with di ea es they had inherited from th ir parents.
alway be afflicted by them. Science can predict what may
The e couples wanted to know if they were going to have
be wrong with a child but it cannot tell us how sick a child
another sick child before an abortion could be ruled out
One couple recieved the good news that they would have a may become or even if there is a chance that the child could
fully recover if properly treated.
healthy child, but the second couple did not receive good
Some people argue that it is unfair to bring a child in to
news. The second couple decided to have an abortion.
the world if it will not have a normal life to look forward
I do not believe in abortion as a solution for myself. I

to. The emotional stress is an unfair burden to parents of
the child and the people close to the family. The financial
burden a sick child brings is also unfair to the family and to
society.
I have heard these arguements many time and I realize
that they are vahd. But I still wonder if it is not unfair to the
child. There is alway a chance, even if it is small, that the
degree of the illne s may be mild, or that the child may not
tum out to be born ick at all. I it fair to terminate the life
of a child before it has a chance to fight for itself?
I do not want Lo make thi deci ion and hope I never
have to. But there are many people in my generation who
may have to one day. I hope people consider what is fair
not only to themselves but to the child before they makethat
decision.

THOMAS GNAU
Assistant News Editor
The U.S. Senate has passed the new civil rights
bill. This is an eminent opportunity for priority clarification.
White males have nothing to fear from reasonable
affirmitive action. While attempting to posit a lasting
definition of the concept of justice is usually an excercise in frustration, I would say that if justice and affirmitive action were both songs, they would have
similiar beat at this time in American society. Campen ating for certain pa t wrongs won't hurt the
comfortable majority, but neither will it always be that
way.
The problem with asserting the very defensible
notion of "equal opportunity, not equal results," is that
the assertion is often used to mask real and gleeful
racism with a facade of reason. Some people insist,
with straight faces, that we must adhere to Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. 's call for a colorblind society. Our
history was (was. they always say was) unfortunate,
but now we know better.
No we don't.
The mental vacuity necessary to hate people for
their race is alive and healthy. But because its manifestations are unfashionable or illegal, it is more sophisticated these days, and hence, more dangerous. In
comtemporary America it is more dangerous in at least
two ways: haters can hide it better, and victims tend to
believe it is their greatest problem.
To destroy racism, or at least lessen its significance, victims of racism must arm themselves not with
bitterness, or cynicism, or civil rights bills, but with
humanity's greatest weapon: the ability to reason.
Make it strong. Learn to love learning.
You need not go to Princeton or Oxford to do this.
The simple realization that life is a gift is a good
beginning. This realization will hopefully spawn the
desire to exploit every single opportunity to strengthen
your humanity, surely the best reason to reason.
Exploit affinnitive action, by all means, but don't rely
on it. It is a double-edged sword. Better to rely on
yourself.
There can never truly be equal opportunity, even

Letters To The Editor
• Letters should have the writer's signature, printed full
name, daytime telephone number, and class standing if
applicable.
• Letters should be under 400 words in length. The
Guardian reserves the right to condense letters, if
neces.sary.
• Letters should be addres.sed to The Guardian, Letters,
046 University Center, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
• The Guardian wishes to cover a diverse range of topics,
therefore letters which duplicate other letters are
avoided.

•Letters that are libelous or offensive will be rejected.
Letters which request money from readers will be
rejected.
•When responding to another writer's letter, refer to the
date and headline only. Don't refer to the writer's name
of the earlier letter. Refer to him or her only as "the
writer."
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject letters dealing
with theological arguments or letters which make
allegations that can not be proven.

_
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"CampusQuotes'" Women in science gain a mentor
Brian Skelton __
Staff Writer

What do you think about the
kids (cheerleaders, academic
campers, etc.) on campus?

1

\_ _ _ _.J

"I think it's a good
idea, it's good
experience for them."
Willy Beer
Student

"/ think It's a great
Idea - I haven't got
any problem with it."
Kevin Storer
Sophomore
English

~

research on the the hormone
Atriat Natriuretic Peptide.
Using animal model , Scott
Ohio women now have a detcnnined when the
honnone formed in the
new role model in Wright
fctu and which tis uc
State's Doctor Jane Scott,
actually have the honnone.
according to the Ohio
Before coming to
Academy of Science.
Wright
State, Scott pent 2
The Ohio Academy of
in
Zaria, Nigeria. Sh
year
cicncc named 59 women
taught
science
to the first
who will serve as r le
year medical tudcnt' at the
models and mentors to
Ahamadu Bello Univcr ity.
inspire Ohio women to
enter careers in science, en- In addition to teaching,
gineering, and mathematics. Scott traveled throughout
One of these EXEMPLARS Africa. "It was a great
experience," she said, "You
is Doctor Jane Scott,
can learn so much about a
associate professor of
culture from living there as
anatomy at WSU medical
opposed to just visiting."
school.
Even though Scotti
Scott has been teaching
now a mentor for Ohio
at the school of medicine
women, her role models and
since it opened in 1975.
mentors have been mostly
She is presently teaching
men. Her high school
gross anatomy, embryolbiology teacher encouraged
ogy, and micro anatomy.
~cott to 3010 a summer
Last August, Scott Joined
education program that
the student affairs office as
associate director where she allowed her to take science
classes not offcred at her
counsels students. Also,
school, and her college
she has just completed

"To serve as a role model, all
you have to do is enjoy your
job, let people know you do,
and do your best at it."
- Dr. Jane Scott

biology teacher transferred
hi cnthu ia m for the cla
Lo hi tudents. S ott'
advi or on a c llege
research project uggested
since the zoology job
market was decreasing that
she go to medical school or
get a PhD in a medical
science. Since she knew
she would get too emotional
involved with the patients,
the decision to go into the
medical sciences was easy.
Scott found anatomy the
most interesting of the
medical sciences so that
became her field of expertise. Her only female
teacher role model, a
college professor, taught
Scott that a woman could

Villain of garbage crisis shedding image
Linda Kanamine

open ed a po1ystyrene
recycling facility in Leominster, Mass., and plans by
year's end to open one each
in New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco. It also has
an associate facility in Portland, Ore. Polystyrene will

------"-=~ copyright 1990, USA TO/t's fun to have them
'ii was pleased that
DAY/Apple College
around because
she [her daughter] had Information Network
campus would be dead a chance to see the
Michigan became the
If they weren't here."
school."
first state Tuesday to
Mary Jo Banning
sponsor a polystyrene
Stephen L Ross
Parent of
recycling program, giving a
Grad. student
much-needed boost to an
Economics

~~~::E~:~:g~~:~~;

"They're good for the
students themselves,
and serve as a positive
reinforcement for the
university."
Scott Markland
Junior
Org.Comm.

have a succe sful career
without sacrificing time
with the family.
The advice Scott gives
to women thinking of
entering a science field is to
make sure you enjoy what
you are doing. "For young
people to succeed, they
need to have a real drive
and love for the career they
choose," Scott says.
"I really think that there
are a lot of women here on
campus who could serve as
good role models and do so
without being recognized,"
Scott continues, "To serve
as a role model all you have
to do i enjoy your job, let
people know you do, and do
your best at it."

Blanchard announced that
his state expects to send
more than 2 million disposable coffee cups a year
from state offices to Dart
Container Corp. for
recycling. In doing so,
Michigan joins a growing
11 number of private projects
____ J aimed at reducing the
volume of foam plastic
"On one hand, you are
headed to landfills.
educating them, on the
Together, these efforts
other, you are advertising
are dispelling the widethat they sou/d come
spread notion that polysty_back here."
Sam Chun Lam
rene, commonly used for
Senior
carryout food packages,
Computer Engineering
can't be recycled.
"It's growing so

.,,,,,Vil·~,.,,@§l''"")wv

~~=:~!E!~~~~~g-

ing and other products.
Once the five facilities
quickly," Chris Vanden4 billion pounds a year is
open and the Massachusetts
used for durable items, such plant reaches capacity, each
Heuvel of the Polystyrene
as computer casings and
could recycle 13 million
Packaging Council said of
the infant polystyrene
keyboards, telephones and
pounds a year, VandenHeurecycling industry.
office supplies.
vel said.
Currently, very little
In the Michigan project,
Fearful of bans, foam
plastic manufacturers are
disposable polystyrene is
Dart will expand a polystypaving the way for recyrecycled, but the industryis rene recycling plant inMiccling. Most already have
fast gaining momentum,
higan and open plants in
adopted substitutes for
VandenHeuvel said.
Florida and Pennsylvania.
As recycling capacity
ozone-damaging chloLeading the push are the
rofluorocarbons they once
country's eight largest
expands, the key will be
used.
producers of raw polystyconvincing Americans to
"Nearly 1 billion pounds rene, which have formed
take part.
of polystyrene packaging is the Chicago-based National
Fast food restaurants
manufactured annually,"
Polystyrene Recycling Co.
see "villain" on page 14
VandenHeuvel said. About The joint venture last year
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U.S. Air and Trade show

gets stuck in the mud
and under the mammoth
wings of aircraft to avoid the
muck and mire everywhere
else, alluded to an airshow
run less smoothly than in
years past
The first indicator of the
lower quality in this airshow
was in the press packets sent
out during the months before
the event. The official name
of the show had been
changed to the U.S. Air and
Trade Show month ago, but
the brochures still read the
Dayton Air and Trade Show.
It would seem that the

Scott Urick
Staff writer
Perhaps it was the
weather or the mud or the
exorbitant price of admission, but for whatever the
reason, the First Annual
United States Air and Trade
Show crashed and burned.
Granted, some of the
disappointment can be
credited to the weather,
something the organizers of
the event could not control,
but the unbelievable
concentrations of people,
crowded onto the taxiways

change was not followed up
with the professionalism that
had been demonstrated in the
past.
During the arrival of the
Thunderbirds on Thursday,
the deafening roar of the F16's promised great things to
come. The practice routines
of the other pcrformers did
likewise.
The climax to the events
preceding the airshow and
po ibly the greate t
attraction of the entire
weekend was the arrival and
performance of the Russian

decisiontoboastprominence MiG29's. Themere
bythemerevanityofatitle
see"Show"onpage14

Stealth fighter

SteaIth r·1ghter IS
. we II Planne d

Environmental Art on Display

Shawn Warren
Staff Wnter

Rich Warren
F&E Editor

The F-l 77a Stealth
Fighter was one of the most
popular and incredible
attractions at the United
States Air and Trade Show
this year. The fighter's
unique styling and make-up
cause it to be almost undetectable by radar. This also
makes it one of the strangest
looking aircraft at the show.
Looking at the stealth
gave an onlooker the
impression of being trapped
in a bad science fiction
movie made in the early
fifties. The fuselage and
wings of the fighter were

"It's not enough to take
people to the wetlands,"
Said Dean Howell, the
exhibit's
artist, "It is going
Teddy bears and toy
to
take
an
educational
trucks shout out against
revolution [to fix the
pollution.
environmental problems.]
"Too Gentle to Live
People need a prototype."
Among Men," a traveling
Dean Howell is a former
exhibition of environmental
teacher of art education,
sculptures, is on display at
Wright State's Experimen- esthetics and the human
connection with self extal Gallery. Using daypression and making art,
glow colors, household
here at Wright State,
items and toys, the display
Sinclair, the Living Arts
attempts to educate people
Center,
and Dayton area
about the growing dangers
public schools. For the last
of the environment.

15 years, Howell has been
producing independent
sculptures in New York.
"My own mind was not
stimulated," Howell said,
"and I began feeling guilty
about wasting my mind on
myself."
One night Howell was
watching the news when
the anchor man announced
that several thousands of
people had died and that
another species had gone
extinct. Dean Howell
thought about what he had
see"Art" on page 14

People who have
weighed the advantages
feel about 9million

pounds lighter.

made up completely of sharp
edges giving it a very rough
appearance. The entire
aircraft was pitch black
except for the minimal Air
Force markings on the
fuselage. Overall it did not
look airworthy.
The fighters sharp angles,
pitch black body, and lack of
and obvious propulsion
system all serve a purpose,
however. They designed the
plane specifically to avoid
radar contact, and these
design innovations all benefit
this purpose. The sharp
angles deflect the radar
waves in a way that helps
prevent radar detection.

Also, it is pitch black because
the outer coat is made
partially of carbon fibers.
These and other fibrous
materials on the body absorb
a lot of the radar waves so
they are not reflected back.
Combined, these two things
cause the plane to be almost
undetectable by radar. The
blip that comes back is
roughiy equivalent to that of
a bird.
The engines were also
designed to avoid detection.
First of all, they are on top of
the aircraft, so the heat
signature is hard to pick up
from the ground. also, the
intakes are over-sized to
see "Stealth" page 15

THE GUARDIAN NEEDS WRITERS
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The HMR Fasting Program from Greene Memorial
Hospital - medically supervised weight loss
Whether your weight loss goal is 40 pounds or 140 pounds, the medically supervised
fasting program from GMH can help. Hundreds of thousands of people nationwide have
lost an average of 49.8 pounds adding up to over 9,000,000 unwanted pounds.
You won't think of the HMR Fasting Program as a diet because it isn't. It's a serious
weight management program that uses a liquid protein drink and educational and
behavioral training so you'll not only lose the weight you want, you'll learn how to make
sure it stays lost ... for a lifetime!
WEIGH THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOU RS ELF ... CALL 429-7322 FOR MORE
INFORMATION. THE HMR FASTING PROGRAM.
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BEAVERVIEW HEALTH CENTER
3095 Dayton-Xenia Road
Beavercreek, Ohio

~

Attention Staff: Your insurance may pay for this.

A service of Greene Memorial Hospital
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•return to the homemade
fliers of yesterday

Go Fly a KI e.
Rich warren
F&E editor

and heat seal sheets of tyvek kite remained ob cure until or pen (alright, I know that I
together to make a good
did not put those in the
another Ohioan, Frank
As strange and unusual
kite. The average kite i
Scott, aw a sketch of it in a equipment Ii t, but we
planes roared through the
quite simple to make with
magazine. Scott developed a college students hould
skies la t weekend, many of paper, tring, glue, tape and
alway have one with u ).
similar kite from ju t the
us turned our face and
a few tick . Herc i an
drawing, and th n began
Put a mark down the crease
mind upward to the ky
building them by the hunevery 3 3/4 inchc from the
example of uch a kite.
and cl ud . Many of u ·
dred . coll' s father old
Before I actually g t to
t p. 1 hen draw lines a ro
watch d the flyers in
th constructi n instructh page, through your
leds, o Scott named hi
wond r and awe, dreaming
tion , I think it i important
mark (c nnecting the d t.
kite the led. He hoped the
of leaving the ground
sled kite' flexibility would i another kindergarten
to briefly talk about th
our Ives.
remind people of the
variou parts of a kite. It
kill). When you arc done,
The sky caught my atten- will be easier to under tand
flexible flyer sleds his father there should be three lines
tion too, but it was not the
old. Weather this advertis- running across the page, and
my direction if we are
roaring of a turbojet bashing speaking the same language. ing worked, I do not know,
the last line should be about
through the sound barrier.
First, the string that con2 1/4 inches from the
but the sled kite has been a
My admiration was for a
bottom.
nects you to your kite is
favorite since them.
silent, gentle flyer we all
called a tether. The paper,
Now fold the sheet in
For our sled, you will
knew as children, yet
need a ruler, sci sors, and a half again, preferably with
cloth or plastic that forms
somehow many of us have
the body of a kite is called
copy of The Guardian, three the lines on the outside.
lost With my fist wrapped
Using your ruler, draw dithe sail. The sticks are called 13 1/2 inch long and 1/8
around a bundle of string, I
agonal lines from the top
spars, though occasionally a inch in diameter dowels,
starred at a kite-my
and bottom of the
kite.
showing crease to the
Planes are beyond
outside edge of the top
most of us. Few know
line. Then draw a third
how to fly them, and
line from the inside
fewer still can build
edge of the bottom
them. Kites are differmost tin~ fo where the
~rease and the middle
ent. Anyone can build a
line connect.
kite, and all of us have
Now cut out the triflown them. There is
angles
you have ju t
something pecial about
drawn
(for
the Liberal
watching your creation
Arts
major
, like myma king tape, glue, and kite
stick that runs through the
drift easily in the wind,
self,
triangles
are
the ones
tring.
Nylon
string
is
my
center of the kite will be redefying gravity and many
with
three
sides).
Unfold
the
favorite for flying. Its
ferred to as the spine. The
other laws you were once
paper
again
and
reinforce
all
slickness
helps
prevent
the
forced to learn. It is a shame string that attaches the kite
the
edges
with
masking
tangles
that
plague
cotton
to leave that joy to the aero- to the tether is the bridle. Fitape. Make sure to put extra
strings.
nally, the point where the
space engineers.
tabs of tape on the pointy
The
first
two
steps
in
bridle is tied to the tether is
All right, I know what
ends
of the kite. That is
building
the
Guardian
Sled
many of you are thinking,
called the tow point.
where
the bridle will be atare
the
easiest,
first
take
a
Now that the basics are
but kite flying and building
tached,
and its important
full
sheet
of
the
Guardian
covered, lets build a simple
is not just for children. In
that
those
do not rip through
and
lay
it
out
before
you.
yet interesting kite, a sled
the past, kites were used in
in
mid-flight.
Second,
fold
the
sheet
in
religion, sports, warfare, and kite. The sled kite is one of
Now glue or tape the
half. This should be easy
even science. Remember
eight generic kite designs,
three dowels over the
Ben Franklin's Amazingly
with variations ranging from because the guardian has
creases (being a freak for
already has a nice crease
the simple to the unbelievafoolish experiment with
durability, I did both). While
lighming?
bly complex. The fluted sled there, and should just fall
you are waiting for them to
is an example of the compli- into the proper position.
Modem kite flyers
dry, measure a length of
Now fold the paper in
cated. As its name suggests,
approach their hobby with
string over three times the
half again. This may be
as much seriousness as their it whistles as it flies. The
length of the kite from
trickier, because there is
ancestors. Armed with high- kite we will be making, a
nothing to guide you. Most pointy end to pointy end. It
modified Scott sled, is
tech equipment and an
is important to get this long
of us, however, perfected
probably the easiest.
understanding of aerodyenough,
otherwise the kite
the art of folding paper in
Appropriately, the sled
namic principals, the
up properly.
will
not
open
half sometime in Kindergarkite was originally invented
modem kite builder experiPunch
holes
in
the tape on
ten.
by a Daytonian named Wilments with a variety of imthe
pointy
ends,
and tie an
After
folding
the
paper,
probable designs, occasion- liam M. Allison. Allison enend
of
the
string
to the kite
unfold it and spread it face
ally renovating the way kites joyed helping children with
at
each
hole.
down.
Yes,
unfold
it!
Make
their kites, and during the
are made with their discovTie a loop in the center
eries.
fifties, he began working on sure the the creases are visof
the
bridal (the string you
ible,
however,
because
you
The average person,
his own designs. One of
just
attached).
It is important
are
going
to
use
them
later.
though,doesnotneedto
these was a flexible kite he
ee "Kite" page 14
Take
a
ruler
and
a
pencil
carefully cut fiberglass rods called the polymorphic. This
JI )
"~ ~ >)
1' ..,.
') i f..

There is somthing special
about watching your
creation drift easily in the
wind, defying gravity
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Places To Be & Things To See

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is, from left, Jimmie Fadden, Jimmy Ibbotson, Bob Carpenter and Jeff Hanna.

Straightforward Music
Darren Crossley
Staff

stadt's song "An American Dream" and preforming at
the 1984 Olympic Games.
Through the years, the band has undergone many
Primarily being a fan of rock music, I don't often
personnel changes. The latest lineup is Jeff Hanna,
listen to country, but sometimes a person gets tired of all Jimmie Fadden, Jimmy Ibbotson and Bob Carpenter. Of
the four, only the first two have been in the band since
the glitz and wants to hear something a little more basic
its formation.
and down-to-earth. The Rest of the Dream by the Nittty
Gritty Dirt Band is just that sort of album. Here you will
On This album you will not here any sizzling guitar
not hear any high-tech instruments or profound social
solos, but that's not what this band is about. Musically,
commentaries, but you will get very unpretentious
the album is straightforward and mostly kind of mellow.
Jimmy lbbotson's mandolin work nicely contrasts the
music.
guitar pieces and Bob Carpenter's piano completes the
Having formed in 1966 and recorded twenty-two
sound. Not being a voice expert, I can not say much
previous albums, the band is not only very prolific, but
also long-lived. Among their many achievements in that about the vocals. What I can say is that the lyrics are
easily understood.
time are opening for Aerosmith, backing Linda Ron~~L-~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bill cosby talks about Ghost Dad
SUSAN STARK
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network
For a minute there, you
could mistake the fellow
in the Hawaiian print shirt,
tan slacks and loafers for a
regular guy. He ambles
into the hotel room
whistling, smile~ big and,
after a casual "Just a min,"
turns sharply to the right.
Aha, someone wisecracks; he's going to the
potty.
"No," Bill Cosby announces, feigning indignation, "I am not going to
the potty; I am going to

the bathroom."
And so he does.
Before Cosby sees to
business, though, he pops
his head out the door and
maintaining his inimitable
deadpan, hollers, "You left
the seat down! Don't you
women know we men
want the seat UP?"
Regular guy, right?
Nah, not really.
In a world where publicists routinely refer to
big shots by their first
name, this man's director
is just Sidney (as in
Poitier) and his co-stars
are plain Denise (as in
Nicholas t of "Room 222"

fame) and Kimberly (as in
Russell, of "Head of The
Class" fame). The man in
the Hawaiian shirt,
however, is unfailingly
Mr. Cosby (as in Bill, TV
icon nonpareil; pudding,
cola and film pitchman extraordinaire; philanthropist; activist; fave father
and role model to the
millions).
Like no funnyman
before or since, Cosby is
taken seriously. He's rich,
famous, opinionated, and,
in a sphere so huge it
could have been created
only by nonstop exposure
over six years as star-

mastermind of the most
successful series in TV
history, he's powerful.
To herald the arrival
of his new film, "Ghost
Dad," Cosby recently flew
to Los Angeles to meet
with members of the press
assembled there. In and
out. Same day. Said his
piece and flew right back
home to Connecticut.
His previous film,
"Leonard Part 6," he
didn't like. He announced
that on national TV and
told Cosby loyalists not to
bother going. Leonard, he
now explains, he couldn't
see "Coaby" page 14
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Staff
Wright State University
head ba. ketball coach
Ralph Underhill has
announced the Raider '
1990-91 ba~l<elball schedule
that includes two invitational tournaments, 16

played in the new Erving J.
Nutter Center, is on Saturday, Dec. I against Tennessee State.
Last eason the Raiders
fini hed 21-7 to lead all Divi ion I major independents.
For the third con ecutive
sea on, Wright State will
play the role of visitor in an
invitational. The Raider
meet Coastal Carolina in the
first round of the inaugural
North Coast Tournament in
home games, and a firstCleveland's Public Hall.
ever meeting with the Ohio
The Chanticleers finished
State Buckeyes. Wright
23-6 last year and won the
State opens the season at
Big South Conference. The
the North Coast Tournaother first-round match-up
ment in Cleveland on
pits Cleveland State against
Saturday and Sunday, Nov.
Princeton.
24-25.
Wright State will host its
The home-opener, which
own invitational for the
will be the first game

I Ith year. The U.S. Air
Classic takes place Friday
and Saturday, Dec. 21-22 at
6:30 and 8:30 p.m. In the
first-round games, the
Raiders face Stephen F.
Austin State and NCAA
participant Murray State
play U.S. International.
Wright State ha won five
of the last six invitationals it
ha hosted, including last
year's championship victory
over Georgia Southern. All
three visiting teams will be
making their first appearance in the tourney. This
will be the third year that
U.S. Air will serve as the
sponsor.
The Raiders' game at
Ohio State on Wednesday,
Dec. 12 is their first-ever

game against a Big I 0 foe.
Wright State will return
The buckeyes are one of
I 0 lettermen, including four
five NCAA tournament
starters from last year's
team that dot the schedule, team.
along with Princeton,
When Wright State
Murray State, Texas
meets Coa tal Carolina in
Southern and Xavier. All
the e.ason' s fir t game,
but Xavier are fir t-time
both will have omething in
opponents.
common. They were two of
WRIGHT STATE
the eight team la t year to
FACTS. Wright State
win at least 20 games and
hopes to continue a home
not receive a po t-season
court dominance over its
tournament bid.
opponents even though they
One notable absence
will be in a new facility.
from the 1990-91 schedule
The Nutter Center, schedis crosstown rival, Dayton.
uled to open in November,
Wright State's 101-99
seats 10,632. The Raiders
victory last January in the
were 14-1 in the Phys-Ed
University of Dayton's
Building last year and
Arena evened the all-time
boasted an 18-year record
series that started in 1988 at
of 238-40, an .856 winning 1-1. They won't meet this
see .. Basketball" on page 14
percentage .

..------------------:----~~~--------------i

1990-91 Wright State Men's Basketball Schedule
November
20- Tues
AAU Verich Reps (exhibition)
at North Coast Touranment
24- Sat
(Clcveland,Oh.) Wright State vs.
Coastal Carolina
Cleveland State vs. Princeton
25- Sun
at North Coast Tournament
(Cleveland, Oh.) Consolation Game
Championship Game

7:30 p.m.

7p.m.
9p.m.
16- Wed

4p.m.
6p.m.

December
Tennessee State
1- Sat
St. Joseph's (In.)
S-Wed
at Central Michigan
8- Sat
at Ohio State
12-Wed
at Youngstown State
15- Sat
U.S. Air Classic
21- Fri
Murray State vs. U.S. International
Wright State vs. Stephen F. Austin
22- Sat
U.S. Air Classic
Consolation Game
Championship Game

6:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

2-Wed

at Ohio Univ~rsity .

5- Sat
8-Tues

at Missouri~ J(ansas ~ity
Ashland

8p.m.

TBA
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

February
2-Sat
9- Sat
13- Wed
16· Sat

Kent state
at Southern Utah State
at Texas Southern

Chicago State
Xavier

Central State
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee

a~ Chic;~go

January

12- Sat

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3p.m.
8p.m.
7:30p.m.

19- Sat
23-Wed
26- Sat
30-Wed

at Bowling Green
Missouri-Kansas City
Texas Southern
Southern Utah State
Southern Indiana

State

:Y(mngstpwrfS.t~te .
N~rtii~stem::tninois

TBA
9:30p.m.
TBA

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30p.m.

8:30p.m.
--. ,.-: .-· ..... ,7:30 p".m.
2p.m.

Volleyball Hires
New Assistant
Staff

Wed~esc!a~,
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What's hanpening in sports?
Triple trouble!

I

Anderson still winning

lt
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Something new comes up every day in baseball if you
stay around it long enough.
That's what Reds announcers Marty Brennamen or Joe
Nuxhall were saying when they heard what the Boston Red
Sox did.
The Red Sox had some bad luck last week by setting
some bad records, but they still managed to win and stay
atop the American League East holding a slight lead over
the Toronto Blue Jays.
When they faced the Minnesota Twins at Boston's Fenway Park, the Red Sox allowed the Twins to become the
first team in major league history to pull off two triple
plays in one game. Bo ton still beat Minnesota 1-0.
The fir t triple play came in the fourth inning, the other
in the eighth. Both were around-the-horn triple play .
Boston's Tom Brunansky hit a sharp grounder to Twin's
third baseman Gary Gaetti who stepped on third, fired to
second baseman Al Newman for number two and he threw
to Kent Hrbek to throw out Brunansky by a full stride for
the first triple play.
Boston's Jody Reed grounded into the second one by
hitting a one-hopper to Gaetti, who threw to Newmann
forcing Wade Boggs at second, Newman then threw to
Hrbek to throw Reed out at first.

He's not coaching the "Big Red Machine" anymore,
yet the wins still keep piling up.
Detroit Tiger Manager Sparky Anderson posted his
1,800th victory as a manager when the Tigers defeated the
What did they do for an encore? Well the Red Sox
Texas Rangers 3-2 last Sunday, July 15. He is only the 10th
grounded into five double plays in five innings, six for the
major league manager to achieve 1,800 wins.
Anderson is the only manager to win 800 games in each game which tied the American League record for double
plays in a game by one team. Seven is the major league
league. He has 937 with the Tigers.
record. Minnesota grounded into four double plays which
made the total for both sides ten, setting a new major
league record.

And the next day

Lemond rides again

The American Greg LeMond has won the 77th Tour De
France once again. It was his second win in a row and his
third win in the last five years in the 21-day 2,100 mile
international bike race in Paris, France.
LeMond, 29 years old, took the lead on the second to
last day over the Italian Claudio Chiappucci, and went on
to finish the race by over a 2-minute margin.

Bengals sign first-rounder
How could this be? It's only July?
No it's not a misprint, the Bengals really did sign
their first-round draft choice before training camp opened.
James Francis, the 250-pound linebacker, signed last
Thursday. He is the first number one pick to sign before

camp since 1983. He is expected to take over where Reggie
Williams, who retired, left off

Road rally scheduled
The National Sports Car Club of Dayton and the
Kettering parks and Recreation Department will present a
Saturday Evening Road Railey on Aug. 4. It will be about a
70-mile event starting at 6:30 p.m. at the Kettering Recreation Center on Glengarry Dr. in Kettering. Registration will
begin at 5:30 p.m. and the fee is $15. Entry is available to
any road worthy vehicle with two occupants. Beginners
should bring a watch, clipboard, pencil, and paper.

Macks, Clevleand don't mix
About this time last year, Kevin Mack, a running
back for the Cleveland Browns had to do jail time for
cocaine charges, almost a year later, the same thing
happens, just add an "ey" to the last name.
After just signing a new two-year contract with base
salaries of $85,000 and $90,000, Kevin Mackey was fired
from the post of basketball Coach at Cleveland State
University after being arrested last Friday.
A urinalysis test revealed that Mackey was drunk and
had cocaine in his system. He will soon enter a drug and
rehabilatation center in Houston.
His 1986 team compiled a 29-4 record and advanced
to the final 16 in the NCAA tournament

College hall to be moved
If you haven't been to the College Football Hall of
Fame by Kings Island, then you better hurry up and go,
because it won't be there much longer. It is going to be
moved to Memphis, Tn.
The hall has been located near Kings Island for the past
ten years. now it will become one of the attractions in a 32story pyramid arena being built beside the Mississippi
River.
The hall has drawn about 30,000 visitors per year,
officials said that the attendence should go up to 600,000
following the move. The lack of visitors is the reason for
relocating the hall.
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And since a 12-year study shows that being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk, it makes sense to follow these guidelines for healthier
living! Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C-

oragnges, cantalope,strawberries,peaches,apricots,broccoli,
cauliflower, brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a low-fat, high fiber diet
that includes whole-grain breads and cereals such as oatmeal, bran
and wheat. Eat lean meats,fish, skinned
poultry. and low-fat dairy products. Drink
AMERICAN
alco~ohc beverages only in moderation.
~CANCER

I

For information call 1-800-ACS-2345.

"SOCIETY®

10 Sessions
Only $29.95
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'-----------------,
$2 Discount

1

1 Month for $39.95
2 Months for $69.95
Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd.

Ca/1879-7303

1

1

II CANOE RENTAL

ForWSU
Students

0 2 TO 8 HOUR TRIPS

I
I
I
I

0 INDIVIDUAL
RATES

a: GROUP

0 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
0 PIG ROAST
0 HAY RIDES
0 LITThE MIAMI RIVER

1

II

Call 848-4812 I
FYFFE'S BELLBROOK
I
CANOE RENTAL
I
3234 WASIUNGTON MIU. RD. I
BELLBROOK, OIUO

L------~--------~~
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Environmental art
continued from page 7

Craig J. Opperman, The Guardian

These soccer players participated in the Joe
Machnik's #1 Goal Keepers Camp at Wright State.
Greg Andrulis, Wright State's men's head soccer
coach ran the camp.

Kite

continued from page1 O

that this loop be in the exact
center, otherwise your kite
will crash. This is really the
only tricky part of the
project, and each per on has
to develop their own way of
doing it If you have trouble,
try tying the loop first, then
the ends.
Let the kite dry, and then
test fly it. Most kites will
not fly quite right without a
little doctoring, so here is a
list of symptoms and cures.
If the kite wobbles from side
to side, the bridle is probably not even. If it leans to
one side, it could (again) be
the bridle, or one side could
be heavier than the other.
Try shaving some wood off
of the drooping side's
outermost spar. If the kite is
just generally unstable, try
using a longer bridle.
Sometimes a tail can help
fix an overly temperamental
kite, but it should usually be
your last resort.
When flying kites, be
sure to keep clear of electric
wires, trees, and storms.
Most importantly, though,
be sure to have fun.
For more information
about kites, and a pattern of
the original Scott Sled, I
suggest the book Kiteworks
by Maxwell Eden.

Show

continued from page 7

presence of the Russians at
an American airshow during
this time of RussianAmerican relations is a
major accomplishment for
the organizers.
But the thrill ended
whenever the MiG landed.
On the ground, the tatic
displays were much the same
as last year, and the perfonnances in the air were limited
to little more than medium
speed passes under a low
ceiling.
For $9.00 admission, one
could see the stealth fighter
that the government has
finally admitted to having, or
have the opportunity to pay
yet another three bucks to
look through vintage
airplanes. Considering that
the much heralded Thunderbirds were grounded by rain
on Sunday, it definitely was
not worth the money.
It would seem that the
organizers of the airshow, no
matter what the name, have
turned their backs on the city
and the people that supported it through its years of
difficulty. Perhaps they
should go back to basics and
gain prominence through
quality rather than promising
something they cannot
deliver.

just heard, realizing that he
felt no shock or grief at the
news.
"We've gone so far with
the technology of television
that we expect to be entertained ... " Howell said,
thinking back on that night.
"We've left behind the
human element. . .it's a
very sterile type of communication."
It is hard to be emotionally affected by the new
when di a ter arc given
the ame amount of time
and empha is a the stock
figures and the weather.
Howell realized that if
anything was to be done
about the environment, the
problems of today and the
needs of the future need to
be commun~cated with the
emotion and emphasis they
deserve.
Howell feels the
solution to the environmental problems lie in the
innovations of creative
people. He explains that
creative people got us into
our present situation by
inventing machines inadvertently har1nful to the
environment. The creative

Villain
continued from page 6

will play a pivotal role, not
because of the volume of
waste they generate but
because of the publicity
they will generate. "About
500 McDonald's restaurants in New England, and
another 171 scattered
across the country, are
recycling polystyrene,"
spokesman Armando Ojeda
said.
"It's a matter of customer education. Customers
aren't used to separating
materials. But once they
adapt to it ... the participation rate goes up dramatically," Ojeda said.
The company estimates
about 70 percent of customers at participating restaurants are joining in.
McDonald's serves 18
million customers daily at
more than 8,000 U.S.
restaurants.
Arby's restaurants last
week announced it would
recycle polystyrene

people now need to devise
alternatives. One cannot
effectively criticize something without presenting an
alternative.
An offspring of this idea
was the planned summer
course, Creators and the
Environment. Through this
class, Howell intended to
explore why creators
created, and especially why
they created things harmful
for the environment. Then
the cla would attempt to
create new prototype
curriculum to help educate
people about the environment.
Along with the class,
Howell organized 16 area
artists to design an environmental sculpture garden.
Unfortunately, only one
person signed up for the
class, and both the classes
and the sculptures were
canceled. "Too Kind too
Live Among Men" is the
one surviving facet of Dean
Howell's original Idea.
"I hate to even call it
art." Howell said, talking
about his sculptures, "It's
more of an illustration, or a
visual aid."
sandwich and beverage
containers at some restaurants in Vancouver, Wash.;
Gresham and Portland,
Ore.; and Waterbury,
Danbury and Southington,
Conn.
Polystyrene also is
being included in broad
recycling programs
launched this summer in the
four most-visited national
parks: Grand Canyon in
Arizona, Great Smokies in
North Carolina and Tennessee, Acadia in Maine and
Yosemite in California.
The one sticky problem
remains getting companies
or communities to collect
enough polystyrene for
facilities to reprocess.
For example, the plant
outside Boston, Plastics
Again, takes in polystyrenewaste from more than 400
McDonald's restaurants,
100 schools, two hospitals,
two prisons and several
other restaurants, cafeterias
and corporations. (Linda
Kanamine writes for
Gannett News Service,
Washington, D.C.)

"I hate to even call it art,
it's more of an illustration
or a visual aid."
- Dean Howell

Using stuffed animals
and toys, Howell created a
delicate balance between
images and words. Notes
often accompanied the
pieces, highlighting the
images, and the titles were
vitally important to fully
appreciate what Howell
wa saying.
H well compared hi
medium with that of a
cartoon; but unlike a
cartoon, where you are
drawn in and then given
comic relief, here you are
drawn in and attacked.
Stuffed animals are innocent and inoffensive. It is
the extremes between what
they were and what paint
and plastic makes them that
creates an emotional
response even children will
experience and remember.
This, however, is not a
doom and gloom exhibit.
The art tells you that we
must do something about
the growing environmental
problems, but also that
there is still time left. The
use of stuffed animals also

softens the images, making
them less vile and gorymaking them more acceptable to people.
Howell felt that these
images, however, were not
as effective as he wanted.
During the opening on July
16, people were not reponding to the work a he
had expected. Thi ,
however, i not urpri ing.
Howell' piece have a
slow burning effect on
people. At first you are put
off by the simplicity of the
stuffed animals and other
images, but these simple
images linger in your
mind-slowly growing on
you. You think about them
after you have left, and
continue to think about
them for days.
"Too Gentle to Live
Among men," will be
showing in the experimental gallery through August
2. If you can possibly stop
by and walk through, even
if only for a moment, I
would strongly suggest you
do so.

Basketball Project
continued from page 12

continued from page 3

year.
There are six home-andhome match-ups on the
schedule: Youngstown
Stale. Missouri-Kansas
City, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Texas Southern,
Southern Utah State, and
Chicago State.
There are three opponents from the MidAmerican Conference:
Central Michigan, Ohio
University, and Bowling
Green. All three games are
on the road.
The Raiders are working
with the University of
Dayton to coordinate home
tipp-off times, according to
WSU Athletic Director
Michael Cusack.
Season tickets are
currently on sale for the
historic 1990-91 season.
Already approximately
4,000 season tickets have
been sold. For ticket
information contact Michael
Cusack at 873-2771.

the fall and winter quarters,
once during the first two
weeks of the quarter, and
once after midterm grades
are assigned.
Students in the project
will be matched with faculty on the basis of prospective major whenever
possible.
According to a story in
the University Times, about
70 percent of new freshman change majors at least
once, so faculty interest in
students and mentoring is
far more important to the
project than a faculty
member's specific discipline.
Faculty interested in
participating in the program can contact Dr. Edgar
Rutter, chair and professor
of mathematics and
statistics.
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Cosby
continued from page11
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control: "That was (erstwhile studio chief) David
Putnam's movie. That was
not my movie. You won't
see Putnam or Alan
Marshall (the executive
producer) or the director
(Paul Weiland) working
with me ever again. Not
even in a celebrity softball

"Ghost Dad
might
be the hero
movie
of the
summer."
- Bill Cosby

game."
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It's mainstream Cosby:
reasonably funny, wholeCosby lets that one
some and sternly calcuhang in the air a while,
lated to bring the comedy
then provides final puncto bear on one or another
tuation: "It was a bad
of life's basic le ons.
movie and although I was
producer until two day
Deni e Nichola , who
before shooting tarted, I
play an aggressively
romantic next-door neigh... (ended a ) an actor for
bor, laughingly recalls an
hire.
"If I do a movie and I
inadvertent nude scene
think it's a bad movie,
that didn't wind up in the
then I'm going to tell the
movie, that couldn't wind
public. And I did."
up in a Cosby movie.
"Ghost Dad," by
"It's that scene where
contrast, Cosby calls "a
I try to seduce him," she
wonderful movie" and
begins. "I throw him on
goes on to venture that it
the bed. I jump on top of
"might be the hero movie
him. He disappears,
of the summer, a contrast
because he's a ghost.
to the cursing, the explo"Well, since Bill's a
sions, the bigger guns, (the ghost, appearing and
one where) parents will
disappearing when they
say, 'Let's just go see the
add the special effects, we
movie. Let's laugh. And if did that scene with me and
there's a story? Praise be
a pillow. So there I arri
whatever."'
moaning and groaning and
In the new picture,
throwing myself around on
Cosby plays a workaholic
this pillow and then the
lawyer who learns belatnext thing I know, my bra
edly but surely that his
fell off.
three children crave his
"There's the crew.
time, attention and love
There's Sidney. And
far more than the material Sidney doesn't say, 'Cut!'
goods his career produced. He's ready to let this
Poitier, Cosby's longtime
scene go on and on. So
pal, directed. Nicholas,
finally I say, 'You can say
also a longtime pal, and
"Cut!" You know you
Russell co-star.
can't use any of this."'

Certainly not. Ghost
Dad is rated PG. No
surprise there. Cosby's
power to control the
content and tone of his
work, post-"Leonard Part
6," is absolute. It's a
power that comes of
enormous, long-term
success.
Another by-product of
success at Cosby's exalted
level: Bounding selfconfidence. He all but
dismisses wide media
speculation that "The
Cosby Show" may be hurt
when it goes head-to-head
with "The Simpsons" this
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Classified Ads
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

ATTENDANT WANTED
Young physically disabled
adult needs part-time
come-in help to maintain
independant lifestyle.
Assist with personal care
(hair and make-up) and
light housekeeping. $4.65
an hour. For more
information call Cheryl,
879-6318. No lifting.

WRITERS- The Guardian
is in need of writers fro all
departments. Becoming a
writer for The Guardian
can give you excellent
journalism experience.
You'll also learn the
Apple Computer System.
For more informationCall
873-2505 or stop by 046
University Center.

Guaranteed FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE No
restrictions. 6-25
sources. 1-900-346GRAN(T)

PHOTOGRAPHERS-Do
you take pictures? We
need photographers at
The Guardian. Apply at
046 University Center or
call 873-2505. Need your
fall.
"That's academic, isn't own camera.

HELP WANTEDChinese Restaurant.
Great Wall Restaurant in
Kettering needs
waitresspart-time kitchen
help.experience prefered.
Call 435- 0526.

OFFICE SPACE for
lease. 2900 sq ft at $3.00
per sq ft. Excellent
location. 2720 E Third
Street. Parking. American
Dream Realty, 253-1334/
252-3818.

it?" he snaps. "What I'm
doing this year has
nothing to do with
whether 'The Simpsons'
are there."
He says the future of
"The Cosby Show"
depends on "where my
head is, if I'm into writing
about this family."
Spoken, straight and
truly, like a big man.
Yes, sure, Mr. Cosby
enters whistling. He goes
to the bathroom. He wears
a riotously playful Hawaiian shirt. He improvises a
bit on the subject of toilet
seats.
All but the private
business in the bathroom
are mere whimsies,
though, and every bit as
strategically invoked as
the byplay among the
Huxtables. Make no
mistake about it, Cosby's
a consummate strategist.
Which is one good reason
why it's impossible to
mistake him for a regular
guy.

CLASSIFIEDS WORK!
Fill out the form below
and see.

FOR LEASE

NOW IT'S EASIER TO
PIACE A CIASSIFIED AD!
The Guardian has made it easier to place a classified ad.
Just fill out the form below and bring it to room 046 in
the University Center.
The Guardian Classi ted Ad Fonn
Please fill out this form with all the information. Deadline is 1 business day before publication by 1pm.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~TELEPHONE# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PUBLICATION DATES _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES (Check One)
OsTUDENT RATE-Must show WSU Identification. $2.00 for the first 25 words, $1.00 each additional
25 words (75 word maximum).
0NON-STUDENT RATE--$3.00 for first 25 words, $1.00 each additional 25 words (75 word maximum)
PRINT AD EXACTLY AS YOU WISH IT TO APPEAR IN PRINT.

-------

Stealth

Drug

continued from page 7

continued from page 1

allow cold air, which did not
go through the engine, to mix
with the hot exhaust, cooling
it down before it exits the
propulsion system. This
serves two purposes. One is
to keep the plane from being
detected by its heat, and the
other is to make it hard for
heat seeking missiles to lock
onto and destroy the aircraft.
The F-117 A Stealth
Fighter was a very impressive plane to say the least.
However, even with its
capability to be virtually
undetectable, I feel it is too
expensive to build and
maintain to be a practical
addition to the Air Force.

"It is a certified program
that lasts at least a month for
a cost of $50."
All Greene Hall sessions
are held on campus.
Deedrick said she liked
the fact that Greene Hall is
an objective third party that
offers intervention for
trouble<.! students.
"This way, Wright State
does not issue both sanctions and treatment,"
Deedrick said.
Deedrick said she
believes that WSU does not
have anymore of a drug
problem than any other
college.

"Because WSU is a
commuter campus we may
not see students' drug use,
but I still don't think it's
more of a problem here than
anywhere else," Deedrick
explained.
WSU received a grant
from the Department of
Education in September
1989, according to Deedrick, and this had greatly
helped the RAAP program.
The grant has helped,
Deedrick said, with establishing a hotline for students
who want information or are
concerned with drug use or
dependency. The hotline is
staffed by student volunteers.

CA1l THE lllEllCAll CAllCEI

soam IT 1-IOO-AG-2345
FOi FREE IU1'llllOll
lllFOIJllTIOI.

I

AMERICAN
WCANCER
'SOCIETY~ ·

STAR TREK e & o 1989
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AUTHORIZED
USER.

''Thesef re.~hmen catch on quickly.
Those IBM PS/2's should get them off to a fast .';tart."
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How're you going to do it?
The IBM Personal System/2® can get you up and running fast, too. It
helps you whip through term papers and reports, and make last-minute
revisions quickly and easily. You get more work done in less time.

It comes preloaded with the software you need.
Turn it on and it~ ready to go.
Wi~h a .P,oint-and-click I BM. Mouse and color
graphics, its easy to learn and fun to use.
And if that isn't enough, the special student price
makes it easy to afford, and you can pay for it in installments with an IBM PS/2® Loan for Learning~
Let us ~how you how the PS/2 can help put you on
the fa8t tmck.

Don'f delay!
Ca 11 873-3385
for a fast start
on your future!

PS/2 1•t '
•
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•This offer 1s available only to quallhed students. faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS12·s through partic1pat1ng campus outlets. Orders ire subfect to avallabtllty
Preces are subiect 10 change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time w1th0ut wt1tten no11ce.
®IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of tnternattonal Business Machines Corporation.
• IBM CorPQtateon 1990.
.

